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More on National Forest Plans
Forest Plans govern the administration and management of National Forests for 20 to 30
years. All five National Forests in New Mexico are presently undertaking the revision of their
plans. Recreation, trails, wilderness areas and roadless areas are all part of the planning process.
Here is the current status of all five forest plans:
Cibola National Forest
Last year the FS released it Preliminary Draft Alternatives for Cibola. The Draft Plan will
be released this coming spring. At that point, there will be public meetings and a time period in
which to comment. One issue to be addressed is the amount of forest land that needs to be
protected as wilderness. Trail location, usage and maintenance will also be an issue in this and all
the other forests.
Santa Fe National Forest
The FS will release its Draft Plan in early 2018 at which time there will be public
meetings and a comment period. The Protect Pecos Coalition is working to address the
protection of roadless areas adjoining the Pecos Wilderness and will push to have this issue
addressed in the Plan.
Carson National Forest
The FS has recently released a Preliminary Draft Plan with “alternative themes” and is
expected to release a Draft Plan before the end of the year. At that time there will be
opportunities for public comment. So far the Plan does not provide a wilderness inventory and
evaluation, and this definitely needs to be added.
On a related matter, the FS has proposed reducing the number of eligible wild and scenic
river segments in the Carson from 103 to 48. This has engendered significant opposition
including from Senators Udall and Heinrich and Congressman Lujan. See the attached letter on
page 3.
Gila National Forest
The FS is now evaluating wilderness areas and developing alternatives for its new plan.
A Draft Plan is expected sometime in 2018, again with opportunity for public comment.
Lincoln National Forest
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The Lincoln National Forest will be the last NM national forest to complete a revised
Forest Plan. The FS is still in an information gathering stage and will use that information to
prepare an environmental assessment.
Chapter Input
I would like to recommend that each BCH chapter designate a representative to lead a
chapter review of proposed Plans for the forests in which the chapter helps maintain trails. This
person would work with me and be the focal point for BCH comments on the Plans. Now is the
time to get organized for reviewing the Plans to be released in 2018. Please let me know if your
chapter is able to do this.
BLM Resource Management Plan Revisions
The Carlsbad, Farmington and Tri-County (Las Cruces) BLM Field Offices are currently
engaged in revisions of their Resource Management Plans, which are similar to Forest Plans. An
important component of the plan revision process is the evaluation of BLM lands with
wilderness characteristics and the determination whether to manage such lands to protect their
wilderness values. The public will have opportunities to comment on these evaluations and other
plan revisions sometime in 2018. If any chapters are involved with BLM lands in any of these
districts, please let me know.
Contact
I look forward to speaking with all BCH members about public lands issues. Please call
or e-mail me anytime.
Allen Olson
Public Lands/Legislative Chair
BCHNM
allen@olsonaglaw.com
229-403-0925
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